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The Miniaturist*

The Miniaturist*

Jessie Burton

Jessie Burton

"There is nothing hidden that will not be revealed..." On a
cold winter's day in 1686, eighteen-year-old Nella Oortman
knocks at the door of a grand house in the wealthiest
quarter of Amsterdam. She has come from the country to
begin a new life as the wife of illustrious merchant trader
Johannes Brandt, but instead she is met by his sharptongued sister, Marin. Only later does Johannes appear and
present her with an extraordinary wedding gift: a cabinetsized replica of their home. It is to be furnished by an
elusive miniaturist, whose tiny creations mirror their real-life
counterparts in unexpected ways... Nella is at first mystified
by the closed world of the Brandt household, but as she
uncovers its secrets she realises the escalating dangers
that await them all. Does the miniaturist hold their fate in her
hands? And will she be the key to their salvation or the
architect of their downfall?

Picador • TPB • Historical Fiction

9781447250920

$29.99

Family Secrets*

Picador • Historical Fiction

9789991403038
Paddy Richardson

When patriarch Gerald Hawkins passes away in his
Tasmanian home, his family experience a wave of grief and,
admittedly, a surge of relief. Gerald's dominating personality
has loomed large over his wife, Connie, their children,
Andrew and Kerry, and his sister Flora, for decades.
Connie, whose own dreams were dispensed with upon
marriage, is now determined to renew her long friendship
with Gerald's estranged sister, Flora. She travels to France
where she finds Flora struggling to make peace with the
past and searching for a place to call home. As the family
adjusts to life after Gerald, they could not be more
splintered. But there are surprises in store and secrets to
unravel. Is it possible that they could all find a way to start
afresh with forgiveness, understanding and possibility?

Macmillan Australia • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

$29.99

In a small New Zealand town, four women find their lives
linked by a secret that could bring about their undoing...
or set them free. Serena Freeman, a once-promising high
school student, has started to retreat from life and one
night does not return home. Her sister, Lynnie, is carving
out a successful career and is desperate to distance
herself from her troubled past. But on hearing of Serena's
disappearance, Lynnie returns to the town of Alexandra
to look for her. The only link to Serena's disappearance is
Ilse Klein, a quiet English teacher who longs for her lost
childhood in Germany. She lives with her mother, Gerda
Klein, beset by a devastating depression each winter and
plagued by memories of Stasi Germany. The Kleins
learned long ago that there is safety in silence, can they
break a lifelong habit?

Macmillan Australia • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781743531204

The Fever*

The Fever*

Megan Abbott

Megan Abbott

The Nashes are a close-knit family. Tom, a popular teacher,
is father to the handsome, roguish Eli and his younger sister
Deenie, serious and sweet. But their seeming stability is
thrown into chaos when two of Deenie's friends become
violently ill, and rumours of a dangerous outbreak sweep
through the whole community. As hysteria swells and as
more girls succumb, tightly held secrets emerge that
threaten to unravel the world Tom has built for his kids, and
destroy friendships, families, and the town's fragile idea of
security. The Fever is a chilling story about guilt, family
secrets, and the lethal power of desire.

Picador • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447235910

$539.82

Swimming in the Dark*

Liz Byrski

9781742613925

This dumpbin includes 18 copies of ISBN
9781447250920 The Miniaturist.

$29.99

$29.99

This dumpbin includes 18 copies of ISBN
9781447235910 The Fever.

Picador • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9789991403014

$539.82

The Winter Sea*

War Clouds Gather: The Frontier Series 7*

Di Morrissey

Peter Watt

With sales in excess of 2 million worldwide, Australia's
favourite author, Di Morrissey, returns with her new
bestseller. The Winter Sea is a generational story of
identity, loyalty and secrets, set on the beautiful NSW
south-coast. Escaping to the country from her unhappy
city life, Cassie Holloway moves to the little town of Whitby
Point. Here she meets the Aquino family, whose fishing
business was founded by their ancestor, Giuseppe, an
immigrant Italian, some ninety years before. Life for
Cassie on the south coast is sweet as she sets up a
successful restaurant and falls in love with Giuseppe's
great-grandson Michael. But when the family patriarch
dies, a devastating family secret is revealed which
threatens to destroy her dreams. Cassie's future
happiness now rests on her quest for the truth. A novel
about finding your true place in world, The Winter Sea is a
must read.

Pan Australia • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781742614199

$19.99

In the Company of Strangers*
Liz Byrski

Pan Australia • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

$18.99

Season of Fear

$19.99

Last Chance Café*
Dot despairs at the abandonment of the sisterhood surely pole dancing can never be empowering? Margot is
resentful that her youthful ambitions have been thwarted
by family - her ex-husband is on a pilgrimage to try and
walk away his grief, their daughters are coping with
unemployment and secret shopping binges, meanwhile
Margot's sister Phyllida discovers that her husband dying
is the least of the shocks awaiting her. Liz Byrski takes her
fallible characters on the journey we are all on - what does
it mean to grow older? And is there ever a stage in life
when we can just be ourselves and not feel pressured to
stay young?

Pan Australia • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781743516959

$18.99

Ellen Feldman

Lake Wales, Central Florida. Ten years ago, a political
fundraiser became a bloodbath when a hooded assassin
carried out a savage public execution. Three men were
massacred, casting a dark shadow over the Sunshine
State. A decade on, history is threatening to repeat itself.
The widow of one victim, herself now running for
Governor, has received an anonymous threat - a
newspaper clipping from that fateful day, along with the
chilling words 'I'm back.' Florida detective Cab Bolton
agrees to investigate the threat against this candidate,
Diane Fairmont: an attractive politician who has a
complicated history with Cab's mother, Hollywood actress
Tarla Bolton - and with Cab himself.

Quercus • TPB • Thriller / Suspense

$29.99

The G File

Betrayal comes in many forms . . . At the height of the
Cold War, words are weapons and secrecy reigns. These
are challenging times to be a writer and a wife, as Nell
Benjamin knows only too well. One bright November day
in 1963, the dazzling young president arrives in Texas and
Nell receives a phone call that overturns the world as she
knows it. In the shocking aftermath, whilst America
mourns, Nell must come to terms with both a tragedy and
a betrayal that shatters every illusion of the man she
thought she knew better than anyone else. Resonant,
illuminating and utterly absorbing, The Unwitting is about
the lies we tell, the secrets we keep and the power of both
truth and love.

Picador • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447252160

$29.99

Towers of Samarcand: Mistra Chronicles 2

Hakan Nesser

James Heneage

1987. Verlangan, a former cop turned private detective is
hired by a woman to follow her husband Jaan 'G' Hennan.
A few days later, his client is found dead at the bottom of
an empty swimming pool. Maardam police, led by Chief
Inspector Van Veeteren, investigate the case. Van
Veeteren has encountered Jaan 'G' Hennan before and
knows only too well the man's dark capabilities. As more
information emerges about G's shadowy past, the Chief
Inspector becomes more desperate than ever to convict
him. But G has a solid alibi - and no one else can be found
in relation to the crime. 2002. Fifteen years have passed
and the G File remains the one case former Chief
Inspector Van Veeteren has never been able to solve. But
when Verlangan's daughter reports the private detective
missing, Van Veeteren returns to Maardam CID once
more.

Mantle • PB • Crime & Mystery

9781447259343

9781742614137

The Unwitting

Brian Freeman

9781782068976

Pan Australia • PB • Historical Fiction

Liz Byrski

Ruby and Cat's friendship was forged on an English
dockside over sixty years ago when, both fearful, they
boarded a ship bound for Australia. It was a friendship that
was supposed to last a lifetime but when news of Cat's
death reaches Ruby back in London, it comes after a
painful estrangement. Declan has also drifted away from
Cat, but he is forced back to his aunt's lavender farm,
Benson's Reach, when he learns that he and Ruby are cobeneficiaries. As these two very different people come
together in Margaret River they must learn to trust each
other and to deal with the staff and guests. Can the legacy
of Benson's Reach triumph over the hurt of the past? Or is
Cat's duty-laden legacy simply too much for Ruby and
Declan to keep alive?

9781743519851

It's 1936. While Europe is starting to feel the shadow of
the upcoming turmoil, George Macintosh is determined to
keep control of his business empire. He takes extreme
measures to prevent his nephew David from taking a seat
on the Board. Meanwhile, George's son Donald is packed
off to the family station Glen View in Northern Queensland
in an effort to curb his excesses. In Iraq, Captain Matthew
Duffy doesn't escape the stain of growing fanaticism.
Recruited by British Intelligence, he once more faces a
German enemy, although this one has a more pleasing
aspect. Matthew is confused by his attraction to Diane and
finds himself having to make a hard decision. And just as
he is coming to terms with his choice, he meets his
estranged son, James Barrington Jnr.

$29.99

A select band of soldiers led by Luke Magoris are given
the mission of persuading Tamerlane to defend
Constantinople. The great conqueror must turn his forces
to the West to fight the Ottomans, who otherwise would
destroy Constantinople and the Byzantine empire. Luke,
torn away from the woman he loves and all he knows, is
trained as a Mongol warrior to impress Tamerlane and his
army before joining his fellow Varangian guards,
descendants of the men who once brought a vital treasure
out of Constantinople. It is this treasure, some say, that
can still save the empire - uniting the Christian churches of
the east and west in one final triumphant crusade to smite
the Ottomans.

Heron Books • TPB • Historical Fiction

9781782061168

$29.99

Angelica's Smile

The Secret Paris Cinema Club

Andrea Camilleri

Nicolas Barreau

When members of Vigata's elite are targeted in a series of
perfectly executed burglaries, Inspector Montalbano
reluctantly takes the case. It soon becomes clear however
that more links these privileged few than simply their lost
possessions . . . It isn't long too before Montalbano finds
himself taken with one of the victims, the captivatingly
beautiful young Angelica. But as the detective's attraction
grows - until he can think of little else - a series of strange,
anonymous letters claiming responsibility for the thefts
begin to arrive . . . With the allure of Angelica beginning to
consume him and his relationship with Livia under threat,
Montalbano must focus his mind to solve this perplexing
investigation before events spiral out of all control. . .

Mantle • PB • Crime & Mystery

9781447249139

$29.99

The Seal of the Worm
Adrian Tchaikovsky

Tor UK • PB • Science Fiction

$29.99

Righteous Fury

$19.99

The Reckoning
The Second World War has ended, leaving a bruised and
fragile peace. But this tranquillity is threatened when a
shocking murder takes place in the Sussex countryside.
Before long, police experts discover a link to another,
earlier, killing hundreds of miles away . . .While Scotland
Yard detective Billy Styles struggles to find a link between
these two murders, a strange twist of fate brings former
Detective Inspector John Madden into the investigations.
As the victim count rises it becomes clear that to catch this
serial killer Madden, Styles and young policewoman
Detective-Constable Lily Poole must act quickly. But
Madden remains haunted by the mysteries at the heart of
the case. Why was his name in a letter the second target
had been penning, just before he died? Could the real clue
to these perplexing murders lie within the victims' pasts?
And within his own?

Mantle • PB • Crime & Mystery

9781447261247

$29.99

Sharon Penman

The elves, dwarves and humans all know the älfar to be
dark, relentless warriors. This is their time. In Dson
Faïmon, the realm of the älfar, the warriors are planning a
military campaign. Caphalor and Sinthoras are looking to
enlist a powerful demon to strengthen their army - but the
two älfar have very different goals. While Caphalor is
determined to defend the borders of their empire and no
more, the ambitious Sinthoras is intent on invasion: and he
has the kingdoms of dwarves, elves and men firmly in his
sights.

Jo Fletcher Books • PB • Fantasy

$19.99

The Little Old Lady Who Broke All the Rules
Catharina Ingelman-Sundberg
The Little Old Lady Who Broke All the Rules is an
incredibly quirky, humorous and warm-hearted story about
growing old disgracefully - and breaking all the rules along
the way! 79-year-old Martha Anderson dreams of
escaping her care home and robbing a bank. She has no
intention of spending the rest of her days in an armchair
and is determined to fund her way to a much more exciting
life-style. Along with her four oldest friends - otherwise
known as the League of Pensioners - Martha decides to
rebel against all of the rules imposed upon them.
Together, they cause an uproar with their antics:
protesting against early bedtimes and plastic meals.

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447250616

9781848664579

The Sunne in Splendour

Markus Heitz

9781782065883

Quercus • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

Rennie Airth

The Empire stands victorious over its enemies at last. With
her chief rival cast into the abyss, Empress Seda now
faces the truth of what she has cost the world in order to
win the war. The Seal has been shattered, and the Worm
stirs towards the light for the first time in a thousand years.
Already it is striking at the surface, voraciously consuming
everything its questing tendrils touch. Faced with this
threat, Seda knows that only the most extreme of solutions
can lock the Worm back in the dark once again. But if she
will go to such appalling lengths to save the world from the
Worm, then who will save the world from her? The last
book in the epic, critically acclaimed Shadows of the Apt
series.

9780230770010

Alain Bonnard, the owner of a small art cinema in Paris, is
a dyed-in-the-wool nostalgic. In his Cinéma Paradis there
are no buckets of popcorn, no XXL colas, no Hollywood
blockbusters. Alain holds firm to his principles of quality to show films that bring dreams to life, make people fall in
love. And Alain would do anything for his clientele particularly the mysterious woman in the red coat who, for
some time now, has turned up every Wednesday and
always sits in row seventeen. What could her story be?
Finally one evening Alain plucks up courage to invite the
unknown beauty to dinner. But just as the most tender of
love stories is getting under way, something happens that
turns Alain's life upside down, shoving his little cinema
unexpectedly into the public eye. So when the woman in
the red coat suddenly vanishes from his life, the cinema
owner can't help but wonder if it is more than a
coincidence.

$18.99

Richard, last-born son of the Duke of York, was seven
months short of his nineteenth birthday when he bloodied
himself at the battles of Barnet and Tewkesbury, earning
his legendary reputation as a battle commander and
ending the Lancastrian line of succession. But Richard
was far more than a warrior schooled in combat. He was
also a devoted brother, an ardent suitor, a patron of the
arts, an indulgent father, a generous friend. Above all, he
was a man of fierce loyalties, great courage and firm
principles, who was ill at ease among the intrigues of
Edward's court. The very codes Richard lived by ultimately
betrayed him. But he was betrayed by history too. Leaving
no heir, his reputation was at the mercy of his successor,
and Henry Tudor had too much at stake to risk mercy.
Thus was born the myth of the man who would stop at
nothing to gain the throne.

Pan • PB • Historical Fiction

9781447247845

$19.99

A House of Knives: A Breen and Tozer Novel 2
William Shaw
London, November 1968. The decade is drawing its last
breath. In Marylebone CID, suspects are beaten in the
cells and the only woman has resigned. Detective
Sergeant Breen has a death threat in his in tray and two
burned bodies on his hands. One is an unidentified,
unmourned vagrant; the other the wayward son of a rising
politician. One case suffers the apathy of a depleted police
force; the other obstructed by a PR-conscious father with
the ear of the Home Office. But they can't stop him talking
to Robert 'Groovy Bob' Fraser - whose glamourous Pop
Art parties mask a spreading heroin addiction among
London's young and beautiful - nor to a hippy squat that
risks exposing it. Then the potential perpetrator of his
death threats is murdered and Breen becomes a suspect.
Out in the cold, banished from a corrupt and mercilessly
changing system, Breen is finally forced to fight fire with
fire.

Quercus • TPB • Crime & Mystery

9781782064213

$29.99

The Hanging of Mary Ann
Angela Badger

Lucy Diamond

A gripping story of power, deceit and passion, this
historical fiction is based on the true story of Mary Ann
whose case is said to have brought about the Married
Women's Property Act. When Mary Ann inherits her
family's property, her husband soon begins selling off
portions of the land without her consent. Not only does he
cheat her of her birthright he then wants to bring his 'fancy'
woman to live there. Driven by desperation, Mary Ann
fights with him and cuts his arm. The wound turns septic
and he dies. Mary Ann is hauled off to Goulburn Goal
branded a murderer. However, when she is found to be
pregnant the authorities decide to wait until the baby is
born before sentencing her to hang. Her real crime
through all this is being born a woman in a man's world...

Brolga • PB • Historical Fiction

9781922175526

$24.99

Guilty Pleasure

Pan • PB • Romance

9781447208679

$19.99

Eva Gatsby has often wondered about her grandfather
Lawrence's past, and exactly what happened to him in
Burma during the Second World War. But it is only when
Eva's job as an antiques dealer suddenly requires a trip to
Mandalay that Lawrence finally breaks his silence and
asks her to return a mysterious artefact of his own - a
chinthe - to its rightful owner. As Eva arrives in Burma her
mission soon proves dangerously complicated, and the
treasure she is guarding becomes the centre of a scandal
that will have far-reaching consequences. Caught between
loyalty and integrity, Eva is determined to find the truth
about her grandfather's past, of her own family origins,
and of the red-eyed chinthe itself - enigmatic symbol of the
riches of Mandalay.

Quercus • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

$19.99

An Open Marriage

9781782067627

$19.99

The Time of Their Lives

Tess Stimson

Maeve Haran

When you abandon the rules, can you ever go back? Mia
Allen has never quite adjusted to living in England. She
misses her friends in the States and feels restrained by
small-town family life near Oxford. Her husband Kit, on the
other hand, loves the sense of community here and his job
as a school teacher in a private school.Like Mia, Kit's boss
Charlie is also looking for more excitement in her life. Her
marriage to emotionally-distant Rob has left her frustrated
and yearning for more. So when she and Rob are invited
to dinner with Mia and Kit, she jumps at the chance to
make new friends.One evening, the increasing attraction
between all of them moves up a notch, and it's not long
before the seductive highs of these new friendships lead
to desperate lows. Can any of their relationships survive
this unconventional arrangement?

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

$19.99

Murder

Each month best friends Claudia, Sal, Ella and Laura meet
for drinks, celebrating 45 years of friendship. They know
each other and their lives inside out. Their ambitions,
careers, husbands, lovers, children, hopes, fears, the
paths taken and not taken . . . Sal had spent a lifetime
building a career as a successful magazine editor but she
hadn't banked on the one thing over which she had no
control. Claudia loved her urban existence - the thought of
the country sent shivers down her spine. But, as many
women will know, other people's needs always seem to
come first . . . Ella is ready to try something different. But
she hadn't bargained on quite such a radical change . . .
Laura succumbed to the oldest cliché in the book. But it
didn't make it any easier to accept.

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447253891

$19.99

Gold, Frankincense and Dust: Commissario Soneri Investigation 3

Sarah Pinborough

Valerio Varesi

Dr Thomas Bond, Police Surgeon, is still recovering from
Jack the Ripper's depredations when he haunted the
streets of London - and a more malign enemy hid in his
shadow. Bond and the others who worked on the
gruesome case are still stalked by its legacies, both
psychological and tangible. But now the bodies of children
are being pulled from the Thames . . . and Bond is about
to become inextricably linked with an uncanny, undying
enemy.

Jo Fletcher Books • TPB • Crime & Mystery

9781780872339

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

Rosanna Ley

A man too dangerous to know, a woman too beautiful to
resist . . . When FBI agent Marty Matthews is assigned to
shadow Khalid, a dangerous, forbidden man who has
haunted her dreams for years, she struggles against her
desires for him. That is, until Khalid is cleared and Marty
freed from her assignment. Now all bets are off . . . The
beautiful, fierce Marty Matthews is the one woman Khalid
hungers for like no other and is the one woman he dare
not let himself have. His past dogs his every step and
danger lurks around every corner. To save her he must
keep away. But the power of their desire is something they
cannot deny - and once Marty is his, Khalid will do
whatever it takes to keep her in his arms forever.

9780330522045

If journalist Anna had to write up the story of her own life, it
wouldn't make for a great headline: Dull Journo Has Dull
Boyfriend! The only mystery in Anna's life is that she's
never known who her dad is but with her mum refusing to
tell her more she's at a dead end. When she accidentally
comes across a clue that her father is Italian, it opens up a
burning curiosity in Anna. Soon she's cooking Italian food,
signing up for an Italian class and even considering
dusting off her passport to go and find her dad in person...
Sophie is serving gelato to tourists in Italy when she gets
the call that her father has had a serious heart attack. In a
rush, she grabs her well-worn backpack and heads back
to the one place she's been avoiding for so long - home.
Living with her mum again while her dad recuperates, and
taking a job teaching Italian to make ends meet, Sophie
has to face up to the secrets she's kept buried in the past.
Catherine has no idea what the future holds.

Return to Mandalay

Lora Leigh

9781447257981

One Night in Italy

$29.99

Parma. A multiple pile-up occurs on the autostrada into
the city. A truck transporting cattle skids off the road.
Dozens of cows and bulls go on the rampage, injured and
crazed. In the chaos, the burned body of a young woman
is found at the side of the road. Her death has no apparent
link to the carnage. Commissario Soneri is assigned the
case. It is a welcome distraction: his mercurial lover
Angela has decided to pursue other options, leaving him
even more morose than usual. The dead woman is
identified as Nina Iliescu, a Romanian immigrant whose
beauty had enchanted a string of wealthy lovers.
Temptress, muse, angel - she was all things to all men.
Her murder conceals a crime and a sacrilege, and even in
death she has a surprise waiting for Soneri.

Maclehose Press • TPB • Crime & Mystery

9781906694371

$29.99

The Savage Hour

Breaking Light

Elaine Proctor

Karin Altenberg

De Wildt, South Africa. On an oppressively hot day, an
elderly doctor is found drowned in a river on her home
farm, apparently having slipped and fallen to her death.
Deeply bereft, her family and servants remember a
matriarch of fierce spirit who passed her passion for justice
on to every man and woman, black or white. But for one
friend - a detective - grief becomes splintered by an
insidious doubt; one that will threaten to expose those he
loves and the fractures in their family: she did not slip. The
Savage Hour is a stealthy and compelling walk in the
bloodied dust of a post-apartheid rural community. In
Elaine Proctor's sensory, filmic narrative, bereavement
becomes the magnifying glass on a people pushed to the
brink of a changing world.

Quercus • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781782066538

$29.99

Steeped in its bleak and beautiful landscape, Mortford is a
place of secrets and memories: of bitter divisions and
shattered dreams. Returning to this Dartmoor village
where he grew up, Gabriel attempts to come to terms with
what he lost as a boy so long ago. Slowly the mysteries
hidden in this small community on the edge of the moors
begin to unravel. But one of Gabriel's memories remains
sharper than all the others: that of his boyhood friend
Michael, the tenderness of their first summers and the
violent betrayal that destroyed it. And, intruding on his selfenforced isolation, the beautiful Mrs Sarobi, meddling
Doris Ludgate and the frightful spectre of Jim of Blackaton
will become bound in with Gabriel's search for acceptance
and the possibility of love.

Quercus • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781782068105

Into the Fire

The Visitors

Peter Liney

Simon Sylvester

Having escaped the Island - a wasteland that housed
those no longer able to contribute to society - ageing 'Big
Guy' Clancy thought his fight was over. But they have
returned to the mainland to find that it is not the haven
they anticipated. With the punishment satellites that kept
them on the Island - and the city under control - gone, hell
has been unleashed. A mysterious organisation has
begun to decimate the population; those it doesn't kill
outright are herded into the streets and then set free to run
- for the richand powerful to hunt. Clancy is about to
discover that his work is far from over. The fires of hell
don't burn much hotter than this.

Jo Fletcher Books • TPB • Science Fiction

9781848666580

$29.99

The Dress Thief

Quercus • TPB • Thriller / Suspense

9781848663718

$29.99

Jens Lapidus

Alix Gower has a dream: to join the ranks of Coco Chanel
to become a designer in the highstakes world of Parisian
haute couture. But Alix also has a secret: she supports her
family by stealing designs to create bootlegs for the
foreign market. A hidden sketchbook and two minutes
inside Hermès is all she needs to create a perfect replica,
to be whisked off to production in New York. Then Alix is
given her big break - a chance to finally realize her dream
in one of the most prominent Parisian fashion houses - but
at the price of copying the breakthrough Spring Collection.
Knowing this could be her only opportunity, Alix accepts
the arrangement. But when a mystery from her past
resurfaces and a chance meeting has her falling into the
arms of a handsome English war reporter, Alix learns that
the slightest misstep - or misplaced trust - could be all it
takes for her life to begin falling apart at the seams.

Quercus • PB • Historical Fiction

$19.99

The Devil's Recruit: An Alex Seaton Novel 4
S. G. Maclean

Niklas, a weapons expert, has returned home after years
as a mercenary. His world has no laws. His life has made
him a violence fanatic and an adrenaline junkie. He is
haunted by traumatic childhood memories. One night his
mother calls, hysterical. Someone has been murdered in
her apartment building. Thomas is a demoralized cop.
He's working the night shift when the call about the murder
comes in. The victim has been badly beaten, and his arms
have been pockmarked by syringes. But someone wants
the case silenced - why? Mahmud is just out of jail, and
keen to live the high life. He has debts to someone he
used to deal for. In a game of russian roulette, his life is
spared - but at what cost? He has to look for a man whom
he later wishes he'd never found.

Pan • PB • Thriller / Suspense

9780330457644

$19.99

Into a Raging Blaze
Andreas Norman

1635, Aberdeen. A girl lies dead in a frozen garden. A
young man goes missing after a drunken brawl. A sinister
cloaked figure watches from the shadows. The missing
student, son of a Highland chief, is in Alexander Seaton's
class. When the young man's companion turns up bruised
and bloodied, suspicion mounts that he has murdered his
friend. But Alexander is convinced that there's another
explanation. Drawn ever deeper into the mystery,
Alexander realises that the man in the shadows is known
to him and that the strange events in the town are linked to
his own past.

Quercus • PB • Historical Fiction

9781849163194

Nobody moves to the remote Scottish island of Bancree,
and few leave - but leaving is exactly what seventeen year
old Flo intends to do. So when a mysterious man and his
daughter arrive at isolated Dog Cottage, Flo is curious.
Who would willingly choose to live in such solitude? The
man's brooding handsomeness is extraordinary; and
there's something unusual about his daughter Selina that
Flo cannot help but be drawn towards. But people aren't
only arriving on Bancree, they are disappearing too.
Reports of missing islanders fill the press, and when a
body washes ashore, suspicion turns to the strange new
outsiders. Convinced of their innocence, Flo is fiercely
determined to protect her friend. Could the answer to the
disappearances, and to the overwhelming pull of her own
heart, lie out there, beyond the waves?

Never Screw Up: The Stockholm Noir Trilogy 2

Natalie Meg Evans

9781848665880

$29.99

$19.99

Carina Dymek is on a fast track for promotion at the
Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, when she is
approached by a stranger and given a USB stick
containing a report to circulate in her department.
Unwittingly, she delivers a time-bomb of classified
information that destroys her career and puts her on the
radar of the security service, SÄPO. Tasked with
discovering how Dymek gained access to the confidential
report, the formidable Bente Jensen of SÄPO begins
investigating her background and finds that Dymek's
boyfriend Jamal is an Egyptian Swedish national. But
British MI6 have a vested interest in the leak, and they're
quick to muscle in. When they uncover evidence that links
Jamal's family to an extreme faction within the Muslim
Brotherhood, SÄPO is forced to bow to their command to
track him down.

Quercus • TPB • Thriller / Suspense

9781782066040

$29.99

Holy Orders: Quirke 6
Benjamin Black

James Heneage

1950s Dublin. When a body is found in the canal,
pathologist Quirke and his detective friend Inspector
Hackett must find the truth behind this brutal murder. But
in a world where the police are not trusted and secrets
often remain buried there is perhaps little hope of bringing
the perpetrator to justice. As spring storms descend on
Dublin, Quirke and Hackett's investigation will lead them
into the dark heart of the organisation that really runs this
troubled city: the church. Meanwhile Quirke's daughter
Phoebe realises she is being followed; and when Quirke's
terrible childhood in a priest-run orphanage returns to
haunt him, he will face his greatest trial yet . . .

Picador • PB • Crime & Mystery

9781447202196

$19.99

Nazi Goreng

Heron Books • PB • Historical Fiction

9781782061144

Monsoon • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

$22.99

Dodger

A Crowd of Twisted Things is at once a lament for the
loss and damage of war, an unravelling mystery and a
journey into suppressed memory and the nature of selfdelusion.

Monsoon • PB • Historical Fiction

9789814423083

$22.99

The Library of Unrequited Love

James Benmore

Sophie Divry

The Artful Dodger is back! Returning to the page for the
first time in 175 years, London's most skilled and
charismatic thief is back to ply his trade on the capital's
streets once more. From the rooftops to the sewers,
Dodger leads us on a witty and thrilling adventure through
Dickensian London.

Heron Books • PB • Historical Fiction

$19.99

One morning a librarian finds a reader who has been
locked in overnight. She begins to talk to him, a one-way
conversation full of sharp insight and quiet outrage. As she
rails against snobbish senior colleagues, an ungrateful
and ignorant public, the strictures of the Dewey Decimal
System and the sinister expansionist conspiracies of the
books themselves, two things shine through: her
unrequited passion for a researcher named Martin, and an
ardent and absolute love for the arts. A delightful
divertissement for the discerning bookworm...

Maclehose Press • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781780870519

A Dog's Life

The Promise

Michael Holroyd

Ann Weisgarber

Eustace is undisputed patriarch of the Farquhar family.
That is, he would be if everyone stopped mumbling, let
him get on with his shaving and find his way downstairs.
It's not Henry's fault that he snores and that his marriage
has collapsed. Or that he failed to get into the cricket
team. But he has made up for it and is now a faster
motorist than ever he was bowler. He is a good father too
and one day, when he wakes up from day-dreaming, his
son Kenneth will thank him. It is good that Anne sleeps
with a whistle in her mouth - how else could she terrify the
burglars? As for Mathilda she would love to like her
mother, but prefers going for long walks with the dog. But
what will happen to them all if the dog dies? A devastating
Afterword follows the story.

Maclehose Press • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781848665224

$19.99

Dawn Farnham

In this intense and gripping debut, Asia-based punk rock
guitarist Marco Ferrarese dishes up a powerful portrayal of
displaced urban Malay life.

9781780874678

This sweeping historical novel is shaped by the quest for a
mysterious relic, guarded through generations, and by one
man that might yet save the threatened Byzantine empire.
In an age of clashing empires, dark forces from the east
are endangering the first light of the western Renaissance.
It is an age of ruthless rulers, divided churches, fractured
dynasties and intrepid traders. It is an age of great cities
like Venice and Constantinople; an age of conquerors like
Tamerlane who will drown the world in blood; an age when
only a hero of exceptional gifts can make a difference.
Luke Magoris is that hero. Born the son of one of the
Varangian guards who had sworn to keep the secret relic
safe, he will find himself committed to a long journey to
discover - and try to avoid - his destiny.

A Crowd of Twisted Things

Marco Ferrarese

9789814423359

The Walls of Byzantium: Mistra Chronicles 1

$34.99

$19.99

1900. Young pianist Catherine Wainwright flees the
fashionable town of Dayton, Ohio in the wake of a terrible
scandal. Heartbroken and facing destitution, she finds
herself striking up correspondence with a childhood
admirer, the recently widowed Oscar Williams. In
desperation she agrees to marry him. But when Catherine
travels to Oscar's farm on Galveston island, Texas - a
thousand miles from home - she finds she is little prepared
for the life that awaits her. The island is remote, the
weather sweltering, and Oscar's little boy Andre is grieving
hard for his lost mother. And though Oscar tries to please
his new wife, the secrets of the past sit uncomfortably
between them.

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9780230745674

$19.99

The Ritual

The Rats: A Rats Novel 1

Adam Nevill

James Herbert

Four old university friends reunite for a hiking trip in the
Scandinavian wilderness of the Arctic Circle. No longer
young men, they have little left in common and tensions
rise as they struggle to connect. Frustrated and tired they
take a shortcut that turns their hike into a nightmare that
could cost them their lives. Lost, hungry and surrounded
by forest untouched for millennia, they stumble across an
isolated old house. Inside, they find the macabre remains
of old rites and pagan sacrifices; ancient artefacts and
unidentifiable bones. A place of dark ritual and home to a
bestial presence that is still present in the ancient forest,
and now they're the prey. As the four friends struggle
toward salvation they discover that death doesn't come
easy among these ancient trees...

Pan • PB • Horror & Ghost Stories

9781447263418

$19.99

City of Saints & Madmen
Jeff VanderMeer

Tor UK • PB • Science Fiction

$19.99

Veniss Underground
Jeff VanderMeer
Nicholas seeks to escape his demons in the dark city of
Veniss' shadowy underground. But in doing so, makes a
deal with the devil himself. Then in her fevered search for
him, his twin sister, Nicola, spins her own unusual and
hypnotic tale as she discovers the hidden secrets of the
city. Finally, haunted by Nicola's sudden, mysterious
disappearance and gripped by despair, Shadrach, Nicola's
lover, embarks on a mythic journey. He must steel himself
to visit the nightmarish levels deep beneath the surface of
the city, to bring his love back to light. For these depths
hold perils that are both complex and chilling. There, he
will find wonders beyond imagining . . . and horrors greater
than the heart can bear.

Tor UK • PB • Science Fiction

9781447265290

Pan • PB • Horror & Ghost Stories

9781447264507

$19.99

Shriek: An Afterword
Jeff VanderMeer

City of elegance and squalor. Of religious fervour and
wanton lusts. And everywhere, on the walls of courtyards
and churches, an incandescent fungus of mysterious and
ominous origin. In Ambergris, a would-be suitor discovers
that a sunlit street can become a killing ground in the blink
of an eye. An artist receives an invitation to a beheading and finds himself enchanted. And a patient in a mental
institution is convinced he's made up a city called
Ambergris, imagined its every last detail, and that he's
really from a place called Chicago. Ambergris is a cruelly
beautiful metropolis - a haven for artists and thieves, for
composers and murderers. And once there, anything can
happen.

9781447265184

It was only when the bones of the first devoured victims
were discovered that the true nature and power of these
swarming black creatures with their razor sharp teeth and
the taste for human blood began to be realised by a panicstricken city. For millions of years man and rats had been
natural enemies. But now for the first time - suddenly,
shockingly, horribly - the balance of power had shifted . . .

$19.99

Janice Shriek, ex-society figure, narrates this tale with
flamboyant intensity and under increasingly urgent
conditions. We follow the adventures of her brother
Duncan, an historian obsessed with a doomed love affair,
and learn of a secret that may kill or transform him. We
witness a war between rival publishing houses that will
change Ambergris forever. And we're introduced to the
gray caps, a marginalized people armed with advanced
fungal technologies, who've been waiting underground for
their chance to mould the future of the city. Shriek: An
Afterword is an epic yet personal look at life, love and
death in the vividly imagined city of Ambergris. And,
through this tumultuous story of the family Shriek, the
author shows his genius at capturing and displaying the
bizarre.

Tor Books • PB • Science Fiction

9781447265313

$19.99

